Comments: Use the space provided in the text area below for your comments.

- really liked the class, thought the professor did a very good job explaining material and providing real life examples, and involving the students in the discussions.

- I really enjoyed the class. The material was interesting but I think more time should have been allotted to the case analysis. You asked us to be very in depth and come up with a lot of solutions and it was difficult. Thanks for a great semester!

- The energy that you have really increased my learning in this course. You were able to keep the subject interesting and relevant to everyday life. The way that you explained most of this information is relevant to personal relationships really helped me to understand how to implement the information in real life situations. You are a great teacher. Thank you for a wonderful semester.

- overall I thought this class was great. I fell that you use real life situations for many of the theories which really help and make class more interesting. Class as of now is perfect. Was given enough time on a chapter to learn it and there was no pointless extra work. Keep up the good work.

- I think Dr. Jefferies is wonderful and look forward to taking him for 461 in the future.